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Abstract—In 3G long term evolution (LTE) systems, the
random access channel (RACH) is used for initial access, resource
request, and handover. Since the random access delay is determined by the arrival rate of the random access preambles and the
number of RACH subframes, we should conﬁgure the number
of RACH subframes given the arrival rate in order to guarantee
the delay performance. In this work, by carefully taking account
of a tradeoff between the number of RACH subframes and the
random access delay, we present an optimization formulation
that minimizes the number of RACH subframes for a given
delay requirement. Furthermore, since the arrival rate of the
random access preambles is time varying in reality, we further
propose an estimation scheme for the arrival rate by reﬂecting
the periodicity and the correlation between recent and future
arrival rates. Our simulation results show that the proposed
scheme for tuning the RACH subframes gives very promising
network performance under time-varying environments.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The recent surge of increase in the smart-phone usage has
signiﬁcantly changed the trafﬁc amount and pattern of cellular
networks. Most of smart-phone applications are network applications, which often transmit various types of trafﬁc even
without user’s perception. Because of this frequent access to
the network, the whole amount of access requests in a given
cell is very rapidly increasing, and it is required to carefully
conﬁgure network parameters for proper accommodation of
the access requests.
In particular, in LTE systems, random access channel
(RACH) is responsible for achieving uplink time synchronization for a user which either has not yet acquired, or has
lost its uplink synchronization [1]. Scenarios in which the
RACH is used include initial access, resource request, and
handover. When multiple users transmit the same random
access preamble code in the same ‘RACH subframe’ (or
more correctly, subframe used for RACH), those transmissions collide and they should retransmit their random access
preambles, which in turn causes a delayed access. To satisfy
the delay requirement of users, the cell should use a certain
number of RACH subframes. One may think that a cell can
use more RACH subframes in order to decrease the average
delay. However, there exists a tradeoff between the RACH
subframes and subframes for data transmission. If a speciﬁc
c
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subframe is used for RACH, a part (corresponding to 1.08
MHz bandwidth) of the subframe cannot be used for data
transmission [1]. Hence, it is crucial to determine the number
of RACH subframes in order to optimize the overall network
performance while satisfying a given delay requirement.
Furthermore, the network usage pattern is time varying in
reality. For example, in business areas the number of users
increases during daytime, and decreases after ofﬁce hours.
On the other hand, in residential areas the number of users
decreases during daytime, and increases during the night.
Therefore, a network should be able to detect the change of
the arrival rate of the random access preambles, and adapt the
number of RACH subframes accordingly.
In this paper, by modeling the tradeoff between RACH and
data transmission in a quantitative manner, we propose an
efﬁcient method for selecting the number of RACH subframes
for a given arrival rate of the random access preambles. Then,
we present an optimization framework to estimate the arrival
rate of the random access preambles and adaptively tune the
number of RACH subframes. Our simulation results show that
the proposed framework achieves a promising performance
for RACH adaptation with time-varying trafﬁc. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst work on exploiting the
periodic information of RACH trafﬁc pattern to dynamically
conﬁgure the number of RACH subframes. We highlight the
contributions of our study as 1) quantifying the efﬁciency of
LTE RACH, 2) determining the number of RACH subframes
according to the arrival rate of the random access preambles,
and 3) estimating the arrival rate by exploiting both periodic
and current trafﬁc information.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we brieﬂy
explain the random access procedure in Section II, and then
present our RACH performance analysis in an optimization
framework in Section III. In Section IV, we propose a framework for the estimation of the arrival rate of random access
preambles. We present our simulation results in Section V.
Our conclusion follows in Section VI.
II. R ANDOM ACCESS P ROCEDURE
The LTE random access procedure comes in two forms, i.e.,
contention-based or contention-free. Basically, a user initiates
its random access procedure in a contention-based manner by
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Fig. 1.

assignment by a BS. Then, the user transmits the assigned
random access preamble. Finally, the procedure terminates
with an RAR.
In this paper, we consider only the initial access and uplink
resource request scenarios, not the handover and downlink
resource request scenarios. Therefore, only the contentionbased procedure is considered.
III. A NALYSIS OF RACH

IN

LTE S YSTEMS

A. Collision probability of a random access preamble

[

Contention-based random access procedure.

randomly choosing a code. However, when a user needs to
request resources for ACK/NACK transmission over the uplink
or needs to handover, the cell has an option of preventing
contentions by allocating a dedicated code to a user, resulting
in contention-free access. Out of 64 codes available in each
cell, Ncf codes are reserved for contention-free access while
the rest (64−Ncf ) codes are used for contention-based access.
The contention-based procedure consists of the following
four steps as shown in Fig. 1 [1]:
1) Random access preamble: A user selects one of the
64 − Ncf available RACH codes.
2) Random access response: Random access response
(RAR) is sent by the base station (BS) on physical downlink shared channel (PDSCH), which is the main databearing downlink channel. RAR conveys the identity of
the detected preamble, a time alignment instruction, and
an initial uplink resource grant for an L2/L3 message.
If multiple users collided by selecting/transmitting the
same code, they would receive the same RAR.
3) Layer 2/layer 3 (L2/L3) message: This message is
the ﬁrst scheduled uplink transmission on the physical
uplink shared channel (PUSCH). It conveys the actual
random access procedure message, such as an initial
access request or a resource request. In case of a
preamble collision at the ﬁrst step, the colliding users
receive the same RAR, and hence, their L2/L3 messages
will also collide.
4) Contention resolution message: This message echoes
the user identity contained in the successfully received
L2/L3 message. A user which receives no contention
resolution message containing its own identity learns
that there was a collision, exits the current random
access procedure, and starts another one after random
back-off.
On the other hand, the contention-free random access reduces the random access delay by allocating a dedicated code
to a user on a per-need basis. Therefore, the contention-free
random access procedure starts with a random access preamble

We assume a frequency division duplexing (FDD) mode
LTE system since it is widely used in LTE systems. 10 mslong frames repeat over time, where each frame is composed of
10 subframes. For the FDD mode LTE system, if we denote the
number of RACH subframes per frame by n, then we have n ∈
{0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10}. Here, n equal to 0.5 means that there is
one RACH subframe per every two frames. Since these RACH
subframes are almost evenly separated, the interval between
two adjacent RACH subframes can be approximated as 10/n.
When more than one user transmits random access preambles using the same code in the same RACH subframe, those
transmissions collide and they retransmit their random access
preambles. If we assume that the arrival of the random access
preambles follows Poisson distribution [2] with a rate λ0 , and
that a maximum of L retransmissions is allowed, then the
relation between the new arrival rate λ0 and the aggregate
arrival rate λt (ﬁrst time preamble arrival plus a certain number
of retransmissions arrival) is given as follows [3–6]:
λ0 =

λt e−λt
.
1 − {1 − e−λt }L+1

(1)

By considering that the arrival rate λt is the same for all
the subframes, the average number of arrivals in m subframes
becomes mλt . Because the interval between two adjacent
RACH subframes is 10/n, there are 10λt /n random access
preambles in each RACH subframe on average. We denote the
number of random access preambles per RACH subframe, i.e.,
the RACH load, as G. When the number of codes for RACH
is q, the success probability of each random access Ps (G, q)
can be represented as follows:
Ps (G, q) =
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where Ps|i is the success probability of a random access
given that there are i random access preambles in the RACH
subframe and Pi is the probability that there are i random
access preambles in the RACH subframe. Hence, we can

Pc (G, q) = 1 − e−G/q
= 1 − e−10λt /nq .

(3)

B. Optimization formulation
As already mentioned in the previous section, there is a
tradeoff between the number of RACH subframes and the
random access delay. If a cell allocates more subframes for
RACH, the collision probability of a random access preamble
decreases according to (3). The expected random access delay
D can be expressed using the collision probability of a random
access preamble as follows:
D=

L+1


kDb Pc k−1 (1 − Pc ),

(4)

k=1

where Db is the average delay per retransmission. According
to (4), the decrease in the collision probability in turn results
in the decreased random access delay.
On the other hand, as the number of RACH subframes
increases, the number of subframes that can be used for data
transmission decreases. Therefore, each cell can determine
its delay performance and the amount of resources for data
transmissions by adjusting the number of RACH subframes.
Here, we propose an optimization formulation based on
the analysis of the RACH in the previous section. In the
formulation, we minimize the number of RACH subframes
as long as the expected access delay is smaller than the given
delay bound as follows:
min n
s.t. n ∈ {0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10}
D ≤ Dmax ,

(5)

where Dmax is the maximum delay bound. Consequently, we
can rewrite the overall optimization problem as follows:
min n
s.t.

n ∈ {0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10}
L+1


kDb Pc k−1 (1 − Pc ) ≤ Dmax .

(6)

k=1

Since Pc is a function of λ0 from (1) and (3), we can determine
the number of RACH subframes for a given arrival rate λ0 .
IV. A DAPTATION TO A T IME VARYING E NVIRONMENT
A. Motivation for estimating the arrival rate
In the previous section, we have formulated an optimization
problem that minimizes the number of RACH subframes
satisfying a given delay constraint. With a given λ0 , each
cell solves the optimization problem, and can determine the
number of RACH subframes. However, the arrival rate of
random access preambles may change in practice. For example, in business areas, the number of users increases during
daytime, and decreases after ofﬁce hours. As the number of
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Arrival rate of random access preambles to be estimated.

users changes, the arrival rate of random access preambles also
changes with a high probability. Thus, we need to iteratively
optimize the number of RACH subframes. To this end, there
should be a technique to detect a meaningful change of the
arrival rate of the random access preambles.
Meanwhile, it should be noted that the arrival rate λ0 that is
used for determining the number of RACH subframes is not
the current arrival rate but the arrival rate in the near future.
In Fig. 2, vertical bars represent the arrival rate of random
access preambles at each time interval. At the point where
the ﬁrst optimization is performed, the optimization problem
should use the arrival rate which represents the period between
the point where the ﬁrst optimization is performed and the
point where the next optimization is performed. Thus, the
arrival rate λ0 used for the optimization problem should be
the average value of the next period. By using the arrival
rate in the upcoming period, we can solve the optimization
problem, and then determine the number of RACH subframes.
Consequently, the remaining issue is how to predict or estimate
the arrival rate in the next period.
B. Baseline estimation model
Before we propose an estimation scheme, we present two
baseline models, which are the basic building blocks for our
overall estimation framework.
1) Proﬁle-based scheme: Time series of count data measures the aggregated behavior of individual human beings.
Even though the behavior of individual does not show periodicity, the aggregated behavior may exhibit a certain periodicity
that reﬂects the rhythms of the underlying human activity. This
underlying human activity usually follows a weekly proﬁle,
and from the proﬁle, one can expect that upcoming data will
be similar to the proﬁle value with a high probability [7].
By using the periodic characteristics of human activities,
we build up a weekly proﬁle of the random access preambles.
We ﬁrst average the arrival rate of the random access requests
every week at a speciﬁc time and day. Through the proﬁle,
each cell can estimate the current and future arrival rates.
However, this proﬁle-based scheme has its own limit in that
it cannot reﬂect the trend of a speciﬁc week. That is, the
arrival rate of the random access requests in a given week
can be quite different from the proﬁle value. In this case, the
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actual arrival rate can be quite different from the estimated
arrival rate. Consequently, the number of RACH subframes
determined based on the estimation scheme may be inaccurate.
Therefore, along with the proﬁle-based estimation, we need to
reﬂect the current trend of the arrival rate of the random access
preambles.
2) Moving average scheme: In order to reﬂect the current
trend of the arrival rate of the random access preambles, we
introduce a moving average scheme. A moving average is
a type of ﬁnite impulse ﬁlter used to analyze a set of data
points by creating a series of averages. By using a moving
average scheme, we can estimate the current arrival rate of
random access preambles recursively. Especially, we use an
exponential moving average deﬁned as follows [8]:
E(t) = σy(t) + (1 − σ)E(t − 1),

(7)

where E(t) is an estimated value at time t + 1. That is, E(t)
is estimated at time t, and the value is for time t + 1. Hence,
each cell estimates the arrival rate that will show up in the
next interval that is needed to optimize the RACH parameters.
Here, y(t) is the actual value at time t, and σ ∈ [0, 1] is
a weighting factor of the current data value. Therefore, the
estimated value depends more on the current data value as σ
increases. Eq. (7) calculates an estimation value recursively,
by using the previously estimated value.
C. Proposed framework
As we explained in the previous section, a proﬁle uses
periodic characteristics of human activities, and a moving
average reﬂects the current trend of data. In a similar manner,
we can assume that the arrival rate of the random access
preambles follows a periodic proﬁle, and the current trend
can be obtained by a moving average scheme. In Fig. 3, the
arrow on the right side of the ﬁgure shows the point where
estimation should be performed. As in the ﬁgure, each proﬁle
value contains periodic information, and a moving average
value contains the current trend information. Hence, in order
to incorporate the periodic characteristic and the temporal
behavior at the same time, we consider the proﬁle and moving
average together. We estimate the arrival rate by using the
following equation:
Eproposed = ωEprof ile + (1 − ω)Ema ,

(8)

Fig. 4.
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where Eprof ile and Ema are the estimated value from the
proﬁle-based scheme and the moving average scheme, respectively, and ω ∈ [0, 1] is a weighting factor. With the proposed
framework, we can estimate the arrival rate of the random
access preambles as Eproposed .
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we incorporate the proposed estimation
scheme into the optimization formulation. Here, we consider
both the number of RACH subframes and the access delay as
performance metrics.
To our best knowledge, no real data on the random access
preambles is publicly available. Hence, we use Wi-Fi session
tracking data which is obtained from APs in Montreal [9],
which are collected across three consecutive years from 2005
to 2007. In a sense that Wi-Fi session opening also reﬂects
the rhythms of the communication activities, it is reasonable
applying the data to our simulation. Since the rate of Wi-Fi
session opening is not high enough to see collisions in RACH,
the time dimension is scaled down from 24 hours to 24 s.
Our simulation parameters are given as follows. We set
back-off window size as 80 subframes. Coefﬁcient σ of the
moving average and weighting factor ω of the proposed
estimation scheme are set to 0.5, respectively. The number
of codes used for contention-based random access is 32, and
the delay bound is set to 0.4 ms.
Fig. 4 shows both the arrival rate of a speciﬁc day and the
proﬁle. As shown in the ﬁgure, the arrival rate of the random
access preambles shows quite a similar value to the proﬁle
in an average sense. As we have assumed in the previous
section, this observation explains the periodic pattern of human
activities. At the same time, we can also ﬁnd in Fig. 4 that the
instant arrival rate varies frequently and the values are quite
deviated from the proﬁle.
Fig. 5 shows the number of RACH subframes used in each
frame. We compare the proposed scheme with the moving
average scheme and the ﬁxed scheme, which uses a constant
number of RACH subframes per frame. By comparing with
Fig. 4, we observe that the trend of the graph in Fig. 5 follows
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Average number of
RACH subframes (/frame)
5.98
5.85
0.5
1
2
3
5
10

Average delay
(ms)
0.36
0.42
8.82
3.87
1.34
0.79
0.53
0.26

decreases. Therefore, with the ﬁxed scheme, each cell should
use 10 subframes for RACH in order to satisfy the delay bound
of 0.4 ms. In case of the proposed scheme, on the other hand,
the average delay is 0.36 ms, which satisﬁes the delay bound.
In the meantime, the number of RACH subframes is 5.98 per
frame, which is smaller than the case of the ﬁxed scheme.
This result clearly shows that adaptation to the time varying
arrival rate outperforms the ﬁxed scheme.
When the cell uses the moving average scheme, the average
delay is 0.42 ms, which exceeds the given delay bound while
the number of RACH subframes is smaller than the case of
the proposed scheme.
VI. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 6.

Cumulative number of collisions.

that of the arrival rate for the cases of the proposed and the
moving average schemes. We can also notice that the number
of RACH subframes between 5,000 and 10,000 ms is smaller
in the moving average case. This phenomenon results from the
fact that the proposed scheme can anticipate from the proﬁle
that the arrival rate will increase. On the other hand, the pure
moving average scheme does not have the proﬁle information,
and shows relatively slow adaptation to the trafﬁc change.
As shown in Fig. 6, the moving average scheme results in
more collisions than the proposed scheme when the arrival rate
increases rapidly. This is because the moving average scheme
underestimates the arrival rate. In case of the ﬁxed scheme,
there occur few collisions when the arrival rate is low because
the cell uses more RACH subframes than it needs. On the
other hand, we can ﬁnd that the number of collisions rapidly
increases when the arrival rate becomes higher.
We present the average number of RACH subframes used
per frame and the average delay performance in Table I. The
table uses three consecutive month trafﬁc data. As can be seen
in the ﬁxed scheme, there exists a tradeoff between the average
number of RACH subframes and the average delay. When
the number of RACH subframes increases, the average delay

In this paper, we have proposed an adaptive algorithm
for determining the number of RACH subframes per frame
considering the time varying arrival rate of the random access
preambles. First, we have numerically analyzed the collision
probability of the random access request, and presented an
optimization framework that minimizes the number of RACH
subframes with a given delay constraint. Then, in order to
take into account the time-varying rate of the random access
preambles, we have introduced a periodic update algorithm
for our optimization. To this end, by using both periodic
information from a proﬁle and the current information, we
have proposed a scheme that can efﬁciently estimates the
arrival rate of the random access preambles.
In our simulation study, we have comparatively evaluated
the performance of the proposed scheme in terms of the
number of RACH subframes per frame and access delay. By
comparing the proposed scheme to a scheme that uses a ﬁxed
number of RACH subframes, we have shown that the proposed
scheme uses a fewer number of RACH subframes than the
scheme with a ﬁxed number of RACH subframes while
satisfying the given delay bound. We have also compared
the proposed scheme with a scheme employing a moving
average for trafﬁc estimation. Since the proposed scheme
exploits the periodic information from a proﬁle, its access
delay is relatively lower than the moving average scheme
whenever the arrival rate of the random access preambles
abruptly increases. Based on the evaluation, We conclude that
the proposed framework for the self conﬁguration of LTE
RACH parameters can be a very useful scheme for improving
the overall performance of LTE systems.
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